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Weak rates all round

VLCCs saw quiet but stable markets this week, as the holidays
in parts of Europe emphasised that discreetness. Rates on
TD3C fell below WS 50 as first decade MEG volumes were
considerably lower month-on-month, this will likely drag the
average for the month to almost WS 100 lower month-on-
month by the end of May. WAF was a much busier market for
Vs this week, but this is not saying a whole lot, and rates
weren’t stopped in their downwards path, falling to mid-50s by
mid-week. There’s increased pressure on the west markets as
tonnage lists begin to lengthen, particularly in the USG.

Suezmaxes in the WAF market saw little activity this week but
rates have stabilised at WS 72.5 on TD20, and this appears to
be the floor for this market. A few ships going on subs with no
details but nothing deviating from this is expected. Sentiment
on TD23 is weaker in the past few days with no changes seen
and rates at WS 37. May will see an average for TD20 of WS
80 at current levels, down over WS 60 points on April’s
average.

The short-term boost to Aframax rates in the North Sea is,
unfortunately, just that, short-term. The boost came from a
lack of suitable tonnage but the list looks much longer as we
head towards June so rates are likely to be tested down from
here. TD7 and TD17 are currently assessed at WS 110 and WS
97.5 respectively, with equivalent earnings of USD 30,000 and
35,000 per day. The Med market is suffering for a lack of
enquiry with smaller programmes than usual expected ex-
Novorossiysk, which will further test rates down, TD19 is
currently assessed at WS 88. As with the other markets, there
is a lack of demand and growing tonnage lists, which are
keeping rates under pressure, and the short term outlook is
not particularly positive.

Overall, this will not be a week to remember for the crude
carriers, less so because of the poor rates compared to what

has just been, but the general lack of enquiry has made many
of the markets rather dull.

The LR2 market in the AG saw a rather sudden correction
down to WS 120 on TC1, as the fairly long list and slim
demand for ships pushed rates lower. The Red Sea market has
seen a little more stability recently with calmer fixing seeing
repeat levels, and on the west side of the Suez canal, the list
seems to be thinning so there is hope for this market in the
next few weeks. LR1s in the AG are suffering from a dormant
market again this week, with no demand cropping up at all.
There is not a particularly long list so owners shouldn’t expect
rates to drop too much in the coming weeks, as long as there
is some demand picking up.

Looking west, the weak sentiment has bled into these markets
and faltering MRs have pushed rates down on the LRs. LR1s
into WAFR moved down to WS 107.5, whereas LR2s have
been thoroughly untested for ARA-WAFR but sentiment is
weakening as lists grow and the lack of demand continues to
affect the markets.

MRs in the UKC market suffered again this week, pushing TC2
down to WS 105, due to the lack of demand and weak
markets elsewhere. UKC-WAF also tested down WS 120 on
the back of similar poor fundamentals. The Med market was a
bit more fruitful for owners as rates were able to raise up to
WS 140 in the middle of the week for cross-Med voyages, and
WS 167.5 at the time of writing, as some cargoes were able to
command a considerable premium. Also west of Suez, TA
voyages have seen a 30-point correction downwards, the
feeling is that WS 105 is where this market is at currently, and
with bunker prices on the up owners will be resistant to levels
any lower. WAFR saw a rather quiet market this week with
cross-WAFR correcting down slightly to USD 190k, with more
pressure expected on these fixtures.
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BDTI BCTI
21/05/2020 756 569

Δ W-O-W ↓Softer ↓Softer

BDA
(USD/LDT) TKR/LRG TKR/MED TKR/SML

This week 291.3 289.8 283.8

Δ W-O-W -10.5 -10.0 -11.8

BALTIC TCE DIRTY
### Route Qnt USD / Day Δ W-O-W

TD1 
ME Gulf / US 

Gulf
280,000 22,761 ↓Softer

TD3C  ME Gulf / China 270,000 41,361 ↓Softer

TD6  Black Sea / Med 135,000 25,467 ↓Softer

TD8  Kuwait / Sing. 80,000 33,204 ↓Softer

TD9  Caribs / US Gulf 70,000 15,657 ↓Softer

TD14  Asia / Australia 70,000 35,305 ↓Softer

TD17  Baltic / UKC 100,000 35,847 ↑Firmer

TD20  WAF / Cont 130,000 31,041 ↓Softer

BALTIC TCE CLEAN
Route Qnt USD / WS Δ W-O-W

TC1 ME Gulf / Japan 75,000 30,849 ↓Softer

TC2  Cont / USAC 37,000 11,132 ↓Softer

TC5 ME Gulf / Japan 55,000 27,883 ↓Softer

TC6 Algeria / EU Med 30,000 WS 137 ↑Firmer

TC7 Sing. / ECA 30,000 17,837 ↓Softer

TC8 ME Gulf / UKC 65,000 WS 33 ↑Firmer

TC9 Baltic / UKC 30,000 WS 140 ↑Firmer


